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Lecture Overview: LOFAR past, present, and future

- A bit of low frequency radio astronomy history – motivation for the design of LOFAR

- The basics of LOFAR technology – what makes it unique and cutting-edge

- LOFAR ERIC; continuing to be unique and successful in the SKA era

- An incomplete selection of recent LOFAR science highlights

- Summary of the ongoing LOFAR2.0 upgrade: why and what



The start of radio astronomy – at LOFAR frequencies!
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Early days of radio astronomy

! Discovery of cosmic radio waves - Karl Jansky, 1932
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v=25MHz; dv=26kHz�

KJ in 1928 … working at 
Bell Labs for $33/week!

Sidereal rate determined in December 1932, 
along with (RA,dec)=(18h,-4d) (later shifting south)



The start of radio astronomy – at LOFAR frequencies!



Historical Overview of Low Frequency Radio Astronomy
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From: Kassim & Polisensky 2005



By about 1970 several (not all) low frequency science topics had emerged 
… that in >2000 drove the design and science motivation of LOFAR!

George Heald / LOFAR Data School [Lecture 1] / 17-11-2014

Radio science at low frequencies

! Here, summarizing the 6 LOFAR Key Science Projects (KSPs) for simplicity

46

Epoch of Reionization (EoR) 
Detection and statistical  
characterization of the 
reionization of the IGM by 
the first stars & galaxies.

Surveys (SKSP) 
Detection of high-z RGs, 
deep surveys of the radio 
sky at low frequency. 
Synergy with high frequency!

Solar & Space Weather 
Characterization of the 
Sun at low radio frequency, 
detection and study of 
CMEs and solar wind.

Ultra high energy cosmicrays 
Detection of cosmic ray 
showers, characterization of 
particle mass and origin. 
Also particle detection.

Transients (TKP) 
Search for fast transients 
(e.g. Lorimer bursts, pulsars) 
and slow transients (e.g. 
supernovae).

Cosmic magnetism (MKSP) 
Study of magnetic fields in 
various astrophysical objects, 
e.g. galaxies, and possibly 
the IGM.



The intermediate era of low frequency radio astronomy

Clark Lake (1959 – 1986); USA
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present selected examples of imaging of moderately strong 3C
sources.

Throughout the paper we illustrate various effects with images
or other figures produced from 74MHz observations. The exam-
ples that we show are a heterogeneous lot, resulting from a num-
ber of different observations of different sources acquired for
different purposes. Our objective is to present a representative
sample of various effects, but not all effects will necessarily be
present in every observation.

2. LOW-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS ON THE VLA

The original design of the Very Large Array included only
four frequency bands, centered near wavelengths of 21, 6, 2, and
1.3 cm (Napier et al. 1983). However, there is no fundamental
reason a low-frequency system cannot operate on the array—
the principles of aperture synthesis are as applicable to 50 MHz
as they are to 5 GHz. More importantly, the key components of
the array—the signal collection (antennas), signal transmission
(waveguide), and signal processing (correlator and postprocessing)—
are essentially frequency independent within the radio part of the
spectrum. As soon as the construction phase of the VLA ended,
discussions on implementing a low-frequency capability began.

Perley & Erickson (1984) advocated a free-standing array that
would make use of the VLA’s infrastructure (most importantly,
the waveguide transmission system) to achieve approximately
2500 resolution. However, no source of funding was obvious, and
it was decided subsequently that trial systems could be imple-
mented on the VLA itself to address key questions regarding the
calibration and imaging of low-frequency, long-baseline data.

The initial low-frequency system, operating at 90 cm (300Y
340 MHz), was installed between 1983 and 1989. It is a prime-
focus system, as it is impractical to implement a secondary focus
system at such a low frequency. The feed is a crossed dipole, sit-
uated in front of the Cassegrain subreflector, which thus acts as a
(rather imperfect) ground plane. Because of this and because the
phase center is located approximately 50 cm (!k /2) in front of
the true focus, this system has both a low efficiency (less than
40%) and a very broad shoulder of width approximately 12" in
the antenna power pattern.Nevertheless, it has been a very success-
ful and widely used frequency band at the VLA. Most impor-
tantly, it encouraged the development of the multifaceted imaging
algorithms (Cornwell & Perley 1992) needed for wide-field,
low-frequency observing, as described later in this paper. Its

operation also demonstrated the robustness of angle-independent
self-calibration (x 4.4) for removing ionospheric distortions across
the large (#2.5" FWHP) 90 cm field of view.
The success of the 330 MHz system soon led to consideration

of a lower frequency facility. A protected radio astronomy fre-
quency allocation exists between 73 and 74.6MHz. Again, funding
constraints led to the decision to deploy a trial system, compris-
ing a simple feed system on a few of the VLA’s antennas.
The feed system chosen is essentially the same as that used at

330MHz—crossed dipoles in front of the subreflector. Because
of the long wavelength, the defocusing errors that affect 330MHz
performance severely are not serious at 74 MHz. However, be-
cause the antenna itself is only approximately 6k in diameter,
the subreflector is an imperfect ground plane, and the antenna
quadrupod structure has a profound effect, it was anticipated that
the forward gain and sidelobe structure would be fairly poor—as
subsequent measurements have borne out. Kassim et al. (1993)
describe the prototype 74 MHz system in more detail and de-
scribe the initial data calibration and imaging methodologies.

3. THE 74 MHz SYSTEM ON THE VLA

Amplifiers and feeds for the complete 74MHz systemwere built
during the summer of 1997 by two of us (W. C. E. and B. H.) at the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and deployed during the fall of
that year. All antennaswere equippedwith dipoles by1998 January.
Because of concerns about blockage at higher frequencies, a

deployable crossed-dipole feed was designed. The half-wavelength
dipoles contribute to blockage and a higher system temperature,
resulting in a total sensitivity loss of about 6% at 1.4 GHz and
smaller losses at higher frequencies, so they are deployed only
during a fraction of the time in each configuration. A simplemount-
ing system is used: two ropes, each of which supports one dipole,
are threaded through eyebolts located on opposite quadrupod
legs at the appropriate height. The ends of these ropes are tied to
cleats located at a convenient height on the quadrupod legs. The
signal cables drop about 7 m to the antenna surface, where they
pass through the roof of the vertex room to the amplifiers. Figure 3
shows the dipoles and mounting system developed.
The receiver units combine the linearly polarized signals of

the dipoles to produce circular polarized signals, then amplify

Fig. 3.—Picture of a 74 MHz dipole mounted on a VLA antenna. In the
center of the picture is the subreflector, supported by the quadrupod legs. The
74 MHz (crossed) dipoles are in the lower center of the picture. The cable that
carries the signals from the dipoles to the receivers drops from the intersection of
the dipoles to the bottom of the antenna’s surface. Also visible just below the
subreflector are the 330 MHz dipoles.

Fig. 2.—Sensitivity (mJy) to a point source as a function of frequency for the
same instruments shown in Fig. 1. The sensitivities are estimates of the mini-
mum detectable flux density provided by past and present telescopes. The sen-
sitivities of most of the telescopes shown here were or are confusion limited; for
the VLA and the GMRT, an integration time of 8 hr was assumed in calculating
their sensitivities.

KASSIM ET AL.688 Vol. 172
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Current low frequency radio facilities

! GMRT (India)  
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

! Low frequency bands at 150, 235, 327 MHz (32 MHz bandwidth) 
! 30 45m antennas 
! baselines of up to 25 km 
! Upgrade underway, providing contiguous 30-1500 MHz with 400 MHz BW
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GMRT (1996; now uGMRT); India

UTR-2 (1972 – present
currently damaged by war);
Ukraine

VLA 74 MHz (1997 – 2007); USA



The challenge: atmospheric scintillation, small “seeing” cells

George Heald / LOFAR Data School [Lecture 1] / 17-11-2014

Radio interferometry

! Interferometric techniques essential for competitive low frequency radio 
astronomical observations
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Angular resolution ⇥ ⇡ �

Bmax

Scientifically limited

No ionospheric correction

Ionosphere well modeled

Rich in science

Solutions in the digital domain using HPC:
- Interferometry: high spatial resolution, tomography
-Wide bandwidth: phase delay solutions
-Direction-dependent calibration



ØArray of 52 (soon 54) dipole antenna stations concentrated in 
NL and distributed across Europe (sub-arcsec resolution)

Ø10-250 MHz: 96 Low Band Antennas (LBA; 10-90 MHz); 48/96 
High Band Antenna 4x4 Tiles (HBA; 110-240 MHz)

ØOn-station data processing includes (in)coherent adding & 
(multiple) beam forming, cyclic data buffering & readout

ØCentral data processing includes correlation/imaging and 
in(coherent) adding/beam forming modes

ØResponsive telescope generation of and response to triggers
ØPathfinder: technology, data intensive astronomy (7 PB/yr)

LBA HBA Station multi-beam

LOFAR: KEY FACTS



Low-band antenna
10 - 80 MHz
96 antennas per station

High-band tiles
120 - 240 MHz

48/96 tiles per station
4x4 antennas per tile

The LOFAR antennas

Replace big dishes by many cheap dipoles. 
No moving parts: electronic beam steering. 
Flexible digital beam forming



The LOFAR core

24 stations within radius of 2 km located in Exloo (NL)



The principle: Analogue + Digital beam-forming

Dipole Station Tied-array



LOFAR station data flow

Van Haarlem et al. 2013

Station level processing: Amplification, digitisation, filtering, beam-forming, transient ram buffers
Central Processing: Delay compensation, correlation, calibration, data reduction, pipelines

150 Gbps sustained data inflow



The LOFAR system - Data flow
Central operation

Data from 52
LOFAR stations

Station-level processing
(incl. amplification, filtering, sampling, 

beam-forming, channelisation)

17 Tbit/s sampling

Long Term Archive nodes
SURF in the Netherlands

FZJ in Germany
PSNC in Poland

~150 Gb/s

7 PB/yr
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Data repositories

Correlation
GPU-based system at RuG
360 Tflops compute power

2 TB temporary storage

Science processing
Clusters across Europe

Initial processing
CPU & GPU system at RuG
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SURF (NL) FZJ (DE) PSNC (PL)



Cutting-edge Distributed Research Infrastructure in the European ecosystem
• World’s largest and most sensitive low-frequency radio telescope
• Distributed antenna stations: condensed in NL & extending >2000 km in Europe; dedicated light paths

52 operating LOFAR stations in 8 countries: NL (38), DE (6), PL (3), FR, IE, LV, SE, UK
2 new stations funded: IT and BG; further prospects being explored.

• SKA pathfinder: science areas, calibration & processing algorithms/pipelines, scale of data flow/storage,



The International LOFAR Telescope (ILT) Foundation

• Foundation under Dutch law established in 2010
Board establishes the policies
Participants: National consortia of institutional partners + ASTRON
‣ 10 partners across Europe: NL, DE, PL, UK, FR, SE, IE, LV, IT, BG

• Jointly exploits the LOFAR Resarch Infrastructure
Partners individually own / arrange observing, data processing and storage facilities
‣ Central operations and most of the development carried out by/at ASTRON on behalf of ILT

• On the way to become a European Research Infrastructure Consortium: LOFAR ERIC



LOFAR ERIC
LOFAR ERIC will serve the research community by coordinating the world’s most powerful very-low frequency radio
telescope during the next decade and beyond. The ERIC governance model lends itself to:

Community-wide access to 
LOFAR data & wide range 

of science services

Role in coherence of 
European research 

community

Advanced technologies, 
contributing to the vitality 
of the European research 

landscape

Robust coordination 
and efficient joint 
operation of the 

distributed LOFAR 
infrastructure

Financial Plan: member 
contributions coupled to 

operations & 
development priorities

Strategic joint fundraising

Partner in science policy 
dialogue at national, 

European, and global levels

Consolidation of multi-
national collaborations,
attracting new partners

Step-2 submitted to the EC at the end of January; aim is to form LOFAR ERIC in 2023



LightningMeteors

Ionosphere

LOFAR’s broad science case

Solar System 
Planets

Sun

Exoplanets
Star-Planet Interaction

Supernova (remnants)
Pulsar Wind Nebulae

Interstellar 
Medium

Pulsars

Cosmic Rays

Fast Radio Bursts

Cosmic 
Magnetism

Gravitational 
Wave Events

Clusters

AGN physics

Nearby Galaxies

Early Universe
Cosmic Dawn

Heliosphere
Space Weather



LOFAR science highlights
• Massive LoTSS data release (Shimwell+2022)

LoTSS: LOFAR Two-Metre Sky Survey (120-168 MHz)
Mapped of ~25% of Northern sky
Detailed radio image of 4.4 million objects

Shimwell+2022



LOFAR science highlights

• Data release and 11 research publications (A&A),
revealing the most detailed-ever images of galaxies

Images 20x higher resolution than NL-only LOFAR images
Possible thanks to the international baselines to 2000 km.

Credit: L.K. Morabito; LOFAR Surveys KSP



LOFAR science highlights
• First deep widefield sub-arcsecond imaging at low
radio frequencies (144 MHz), thanks to new algorithms
and supercomputers (Sweijen+2022)

‣ Correction of ionospheric signal disturbances
‣ Reduction of computational cost for imaging

Next step: Map the entire northern low-frequency sky to sub-
arcsecond resolution

Sweijen+2022, Nat. Astron.



LOFAR science highlights - LoLSS data release

• First data release of LoLSS (de Gasperin+2023)
LoLSS: LOFAR LBA Sky Survey → Sensitive wide-area survey at 41-66 MHz
More than 40,000 radio sources detected



Sampling other LOFAR science highlights

• Star-planet interactions, Exoplanets (Vedantham+2020a/b; Turner+2021)
First compelling evidence for radio emission from star-planet interaction
First discovery of a sub-stellar object using radio data alone
Tentative detection of cyclotron emission from an exoplanet

• Lightning (Hare+2019, 2020)
Radio emission reveals unique features of
lightning
Discovery of sub-structures (needles)
explaining repeated discharge on the ground

• Transients
Meteors
‣ First image of radio emission from Perseid meteor showers
‣ Persisting radio trails after the disappearance of optical meteors

Pulsars
‣ Discovery of both record-breaking slow (23.5 s) and fast (1.41 ms)

pulsars (Bassa+2017; Tan+2018)

Credit: D Futselaar

Credit: TJ Dijkema

Credit: ASTRON



Towards LOFAR in the SKA era: LOFAR2.0
•Major science capability upgrades and expansions to keep LOFAR cutting-edge in SKA era
oAll ILT partners share development costs, joint hardware procurement
oManaged and mostly developed by ASTRON, with other partners developer contributions

• 5x more sensitive, well-calibrated high-resolution in LBA (10-90 MHz) + HBA (110-240 MHz)
o1 to 5 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 60 to 30 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.5” resolution over 12 deg2 FOV
o0.03 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 150 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.2” resolution



Scientifically limited

No ionospheric correction Ionosphere well modeled

Rich in science

Direction-
dependent 
calibration

High-Band

The solutions of LOFAR



Scientifically limited

No ionospheric correction Ionosphere well modeled

Rich in science

Direction-
dependent 
calibration

Low-
Band

High-Band

The

ChallengeLOFAR2.0

The solutions of LOFAR2.0



Scientifically limited

No ionospheric correction Ionosphere well modeled

Rich in science

Direction-
dependent 
calibration

Low-
Band

High-Band

48 -> 96 in NL

Transfer
Information

Precision
clock

The
GoalLOFAR2.0

The solutions of LOFAR2.0



Towards LOFAR in the SKA era: LOFAR2.0
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• Major science capability upgrades and expansions to keep LOFAR cutting-edge in SKA era
oPriorities/budget set by ILT Board, all ILT partners share development costs, joint hardware procurement
oManaged and mostly developed by ASTRON, with other partners (incl. INAF) developer contributions

• Driver: 5x more sensitive, well-calibrated high-resolution in LBA (10-90 MHz) + HBA (110-240 MHz)
o1 to 5 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 60 to 30 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.5” resolution over 12 deg2 FOV
o0.03 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 150 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.2” resolution

• Station cabinet hardware upgrades:
oAll antennas simultaneously (NL: 96 LBA + 48 HBA)
oOr double number of beams on-sky

oSingle high-precision clock (first: all NL stations)
→ Improved correction for ionospheric distortion

o Greater receiver linearity
→ Improved RFI robustness

o Commensal Transient Buffer & trigger mechanism
→ Unique monitoring transients, cosmic rays, lightning

Credit: ASTRON• Hardware rollout 2024-2025, & new stations (Italy, Bulgaria)



Towards LOFAR in the SKA era: LOFAR2.0

Credit: ASTRON

• Major science capability upgrades and expansions to keep LOFAR cutting-edge in SKA era
oPriorities/budget set by ILT Board, all ILT partners share development costs, joint hardware procurement
oManaged and mostly developed by ASTRON, with other partners (incl. INAF) developer contributions

• Driver: 5x more sensitive, well-calibrated high-resolution in LBA (10-90 MHz) + HBA (110-240 MHz)
o1 to 5 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 60 to 30 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.5” resolution over 12 deg2 FOV
o0.03 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 150 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.2” resolution

• Station cabinet hardware upgrades:
oAll antennas simultaneously (NL: 96 LBA + 48 HBA)
oOr double number of beams on-sky

oSingle high-precision clock (first: all NL stations)
→ Improved correction for ionospheric distortion

o Greater receiver linearity
→ Improved RFI robustness

o Commensal Transient Buffer & trigger mechanism
→ Unique monitoring transients, cosmic rays, lightning

• Hardware rollout 2024-2025, & new stations (Italy, Bulgaria)



Towards LOFAR in the SKA era: LOFAR2.0

Credit: A. Schoenmakers
• Ancillary upgrades:
oCorrelate NenuFAR Tied Array with LOFAR stations
→ Improved sensitivity below 50 MHz

oNew Correlator (COBALT), processor (CEP6), network
→Order of magnitude increase in compute capacity

oNew Telescope Management & Scheduling System
→ Dynamic scheduling

oNew standard imaging (& other) pipelines
→ Calibration & High-resolution imaging

• Major science capability upgrades and expansions to keep LOFAR cutting-edge in SKA era
oPriorities/budget set by ILT Board, all ILT partners share development costs, joint hardware procurement
oManaged and mostly developed by ASTRON, with other partners (incl. INAF) developer contributions

• Driver: 5x more sensitive, well-calibrated high-resolution in LBA (10-90 MHz) + HBA (110-240 MHz)
o1 to 5 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 60 to 30 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.5” resolution over 12 deg2 FOV
o0.03 mJy/beam r.m.s. @ 150 MHz after 8 hrs with 0.2” resolution



LOFAR2.0: unique capabilities complementing the SKA
• Frequency coverage down to 10 MHz (and up to 240 MHz)
oWith NenuFAR as added dense superstation

• Very high spatial resolution (0.1-1 arcsec) while sensitive to >arcminute-scale structures
• Standardisation for large-scale, impactful production, coupled to breadth and agility where possible
oSuite of default observing modes and analysis pipelines to generate products for the community in LOFAR LTA
oResponsive triggering & Transient Buffer capacity
oCommensal capabilities continue to be developed

• Dual-beam HBA tiles under design
oe.g., combined surveying & independent monitoring beam (solar, space weather, transients)

• Intensive collaboration with specialists in the Large Programme Portfolio to ensure continued algorithmic 
development and high-risk/high-reward science
• Northern hemisphere observing
→ SKA2 pathfinder


